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Eaton’s Electrical
Services and Systems
Turnkey Solutions
Eaton’s Electrical Services and Systems Turnkey
Solutions team can manage a construction project from
start to finish, assist with reconditioning or upgrading
equipment, or modernizing your power system.
Eaton’s modernization and turnkey power systems
services place personnel in the field to complete a
variety of undertakings, such as managing a construction
project from start to finish, reconditioning, or upgrading
equipment, or modernizing your power system. With our
project management services, you will have a single point
of accountability and a reduced risk of project delays and
failures. The result is a safer, more reliable, and costefficient power system.
To ensure support is there when and where you need it,
Eaton has experienced engineers and field technicians
located throughout the world. In addition, we provide
support from regional product centers for specialized
services like equipment reconditioning.

Turnkey project implementation:
We offer centrally coordinated management of all procurement, installation, startup, and commissioning
of the products and systems required to implement unique power system solutions. Whether you have
single or multiple sites, Eaton has the capabilities and the expertise to function as your single-source
service provider.

Project management:
Eaton’s project management group relieves you from the burden of multi-supplier coordination by
serving as a single point of accountability for all technical, financial, and commercial coordination within
the scope of the project. Additionally, our turnkey engineers manage the technical and commercial risk
inherent in meeting project objectives, including performance, cost, and time goals. Depending on your
needs, Eaton manages either designated or all aspects of your system design and development.

Power system projects:
Eaton can help you improve the performance, reliability, and efficient operation of your existing
electrical distribution system as well as extend the useful life of all equipment by modernizing your
electrical infrastructure.

Projects:

Eaton’s projects include design services of all disciplines,
equipment procurement, construction services (site, civil,
electrical, structural), startup & commissioning (all voltage
classes – complex relay schemes), as-built drawings,
manuals, and project closeout.
For additional information on Eaton’s Electrical Services and Systems,
visit kendallelectric.com/DL/EESS or contact your Kendall Electric
Account Manager.
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Cognex Releases
High-Speed Fixed-Mount
Barcode Reader with Advanced Lighting
DataMan 370 delivers twice the speed of its competitors,
plus more robustness and flexibility
Cognex Corporation, the leader in machine vision and industrial barcode reading, recently released the
DataMan 370 series of fixed-mount barcode readers. With twice the computing power of conventional
readers in its class, the DataMan 370 delivers faster decode speeds for greater throughput per facility,
even when applications have multiple codes and symbologies.
DataMan 370 uses the latest Cognex decoding algorithms to tackle the most challenging 1D and
2D codes, handling print damage, focus blur, low resolution, and other real-world issues with ease.
These tools are coupled with high dynamic range (HDR) imaging technology for greater depth of field
and improved handling of low contrast codes. Finally, new high-powered integrated lighting combines
advanced auto focus technology with distance sensors to ensure the best image formation every time.
“This is our most robust and flexible generation of DataMan 300 readers yet, with the ability to solve
a very broad range of applications at two times the performance of competitor devices in the same
class,” said Carl Gerst, Cognex Senior Vice President and Business Unit Manager. “Our new integrated
lighting provides the fastest and most reliable auto-tune capability on the market, allowing operators to
set up new applications in seconds.”
DataMan 370’s proven modular design shares the same light and lens
options as the DataMan 360 series and DataMan 470 series, allowing
for seamless technology upgrades. Like the rest of the DataMan
barcode reader line, DataMan 370 is easy to install and
features an intuitive user interface as well as real-time
process performance feedback.

For additional information on Cognex products,
contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager
or Vision Specialist.
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Why Human-Centric
Lighting Matters
By Alberto Pierotti, LEDVANCE

Enablers

“Human-Centric Lighting” is an emerging best
practice in lighting design that leverages the
full capabilities of the LED light source to serve
occupant needs, both in terms of visual needs
as well as non-visual well-being. It may have the
ring of a marketing buzzword, but in reality, it is
founded on solid science, actionable, and shown
to produce tangible positive outcomes. In short,
it is a revolution in how lighting systems are
designed to serve people.

What makes HCL possible is technology properly
applied to spaces through design best practices
that in turn are promoted by standards.
Various general lighting products are now available
that provide manual and programmable color
tuning; imitate the warm color of incandescent
lamps while being dimmed; and/or offer precise
color matching between LED products and
calibrate to maintain constant color output over
their life. What all of this has in common is how
a space appears depends on how it’s lighted.
Change the color quality of the light source,
and you change how the space appears, with
associated effects on visual rendering, perception,
and mood.

For most of history, lighting was designed without
knowledge of the non-visual effects of light.
Therefore, lighting systems were fixed in light
output and color once installed, and lighting design
focused illumination on horizontal work surfaces.

Then everything changed:

Now let’s switch to application and design. These
capabilities can be applied in many ways ranging
from the cosmetic to utility, such as:

• LED lighting systems offered easy and costeffective dimming in addition to the ability to
adjust shade of white light, emit saturated
colors, and even produce unique spectral
recipes for special applications.

• Changing color output to accommodate
changing retail displays and ensure
merchandise is visually vibrant and appealing;

• Lighting design best practice recognized the
importance of vertical illumination to creating
bright, open, visually comfortable spaces.
• Scientists discovered the presence of
photoreceptors in the eye that connect to the
body’s circadian system, which regulates bodily
functions — such as the sleep-wake cycle —
based on 24-hour cycles, or circadian rhythms.
This has given rise to the unified concept
of Human-Centric Lighting (HCL), which
LightingEurope and the International Association
of Lighting Designers jointly defined as lighting
that “supports health, well-being, and performance
of humans by combining visual, biological, and
emotional benefits of light.”

A human-oriented lighting concept – known as humancentric lighting (HCL) – uses smart controllable LED
lighting systems to simulate the characteristics of natural
daylight, giving something back to us that we often lack
indoors. Field studies show that all age groups can benefit
from HCL solutions – from students to seniors. Scientific
study results for different fields of application were collected and evaluated by renowned universities in Basel,
Oxford, Groningen and Munich as part of the “SSL-erate”
EU project which was completed in 2016.

Visual benefits include the industry’s traditional
focus on good visibility, visual comfort, safety, and
orientation. Biological benefits include alertness,
concentration, cognitive performance, and stable
sleep. Emotional benefits include improved mood,
energize, relaxation, and impulse control.
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Realizing HCL

• Signaling time for different activities in a
classroom;

So what does this mean for you?

• Using saturated color to indicate occupancy
and availability of private office users;

Rather than a fixed utility used to produce the
commodity of light, lighting has become an asset
offering far greater value. There is no single
lighting solution that is ideal for every client and
application. What leading commercial architects
and designers are doing is looking beyond
traditional design thinking and changing the
conversation they’re having with their clients.

• Changing color or CCT to adapt lighting to
different situations for medical environment,
e.g. examinations vs reducing patient stress
in a hospital;
• Color tuning to saturated colors to transform a
functional space into an entertainment venue;

This requires education that in turn will fuel a
different conversation about lighting— not one
limited to light levels and watts, but one that
incorporates all of lighting’s current possibilities
and best practices. From color tuning and dimming
to more effective ways to light spaces to data
collection, today’s lighting technology, application,
and thinking has taken the category far beyond its
static traditions, with far more value on the table
than simple vision.

• Tune color output to precisely match space decor
after final materials and furnishings are installed
in a hospitality space, with future retuning
available if new furnishings are installed; and
• Adjust temperature of white light to adapt a
restaurant space based on time of day, such
as cool during business luncheons to warm
during evening dining.

Alberto Pierotti is head of R&D at LEDVANCE LLC, makers of SYLVANIA general lighting products in the US and Canada. At LEDVANCE,
he is leveraging the company’s century of expertise in light to chart the path into the intelligent, distributed lighting systems of the future.
For over 20 years, Pierotti has been involved in every step of the product development life - from early concept ideation to mass production
- in fields spanning from medical devices to capital equipment, and from wearable consumer electronics to architectural lighting.

For additional information on LEDVANCE HCL products, contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager.
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What is
myRockwellAutomation?
Rockwell Automation recently launched
a new customer portal to help workers
be more connected, collaborative, and
productive.

What benefits does this bring you?

The new myRockwellAutomation portal
consolidates the company’s different customer
touch points into one digital experience. Now,
workers can collaborate on projects, track the
status of equipment and repairs and access
technical content all in a seamless digital
environment, using only one log in.

PERSONALIZED
Identify specific goals and adjust
myRockwellAutomation to fit by aligning
products, apps, and workspaces within your
company.
COLLABORATIVE
Share, communicate, and create projects to
share with colleagues and distributors alike.

Workers can use the portal’s collaboration
features to streamline communications in their
projects and better leverage the expertise of
industry partners. They can build teams that
include not only internal colleagues but also
Rockwell Automation and distribution-partner
personnel. These team members can then chat
and interact within the portal to keep projects
moving.

CENTRALIZED
Navigate across Rockwell Automation websites
seamlessly.
INTUITIVE
Explore an interface designed for functionality
and readily available content.

The portal also provides a single, convenient
place for workers to access Rockwell Automation
FLEXIBLE
apps, services, and digital tools. Within the
Access myRockwellAutomation from any
portal, workers can submit repair requests, then
device, anywhere WIFI is available.
track the progress of those repairs. They
can centrally build and manage bills of
materials. And they can access content
How to access myRockwellAutomation
like Knowledgebase articles and Literature
Library technical manuals.
1) Visit myRockwellAutomation.com
The myRockwellAutomation portal is
available to all Rockwell Automation
customers. It is accessible on a computer,
tablet, or smartphone.

2) Sign in using existing Knowledgebase credentials or create an account for free

myRockwellAutomation empowers worker’s
to customize their digital experience,
bringing information, preferred tools and
utilities into one centralized location.
THE
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Improving customer
experience across
the web.
All websites have improved
global navigation, enhanced
search functionality and single,
secure access point. Enriched
experience through tracking and
collaboration for projects
specifically with Rockwell
Automation.

myRockwellAutomation @ a glance
Personalized to
you & empowers
you for self-service

Global navigation across
Rockwell Automation websites
for a consistent user experience
& key access points

Stay connected to
all Rockwell
Automation
services & sites

Center of your
experience, find what
you want, when you
want it

Authenticated platform to begin
to centralize and standardize
your digital experience with
Rockwell Automation
PUBLIC | Copyright ©2019 Rockwell Automation, Inc.

KEY FEATURES
Menu Drawer – Global Navigation
Single access point across all Rockwell
Automation websites to enhance experience
and seamlessly access key components of the
digital platforms to increase productivity.

APP Store – Find and Download Tools
Access Rockwell Automation tools in a
single location and on the technology
platforms they are available: mobile, desktop,
and web browser.

Search – Find Items Quickly
Revolutionize search results by serving key
product information with every query, including
user manuals, life cycle status, and images.

Bill of Materials – Build and Collaborate
Build bill of materials, store, export and import
BOMs to build product lists and collaborate
with distributors and colleagues alike.

Secure Identity & Access Management
Link contract information to your company
or location, create a profile usable across all
Rockwell Automation digital platforms, and
manage preferences from one account.

Repairs – Submit and Track
Submit and customize repair quotes for
Rockwell Automation products and thirdparty products. View and track submitted
repair orders.

Access myRockwell Automation via
www.myrockwellautomation.com
using your Knowledgebase credentials
or create an account for free.
Connect to enhanced search, literature
library documentation, product life
cycle status, product data, as well
as new functionalities such as bill of
materials, repair quotes, app store
and email preferences.

How to access myRockwellAutomation
1) Visit North America RockwellAutomation.com
2) Sign in using existing Knowledgebase credentials or create an account for free

For additional information or questions,
contact your Kendall Electric Account
Manager or Automation Specialist.
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The
Difference
We are excited to announce that Kendall
Electric’s Michigan and Indiana locations are
now authorized DENSO Robotics distributors.
This is exciting news as we already have the technical experts that our customers
are used to where we have traditionally sold motion control and mechanical
solutions for over twenty years. This addition to our portfolio allows Kendall
Electric to help our customers with applications requiring robots that
statistics show an increasing demand for in manufacturing. DENSO
Robotics has also teamed up with Rockwell Automation and is an
Encompass Partner allowing for a more cohesive partnership with
Rockwell and better integration with Rockwell controllers through the
use of Add-On-Instructions (AOIs).
DENSO Robotics offers a wide range of high-speed, high-precision 4-axis SCARA
and 5-and 6-axis articulated industrial robots, for payloads up to 20 kg. Standard,
dust- and mistproof, dust- and waterproof, cleanroom, and aseptic models are available
to accommodate many different applications. In addition to industrial robot arms,
DENSO also offers easy-to-use programming software, controllers, and teaching pendants.

Why do DENSO robots have such a low cost of ownership?
Because DENSO’s own manufacturing needs demand it.
DENSO, a pioneer and industry leader in robot development since the 1960s, is the
world’s largest manufacturer of small assembly robots, with an installed base of more
than 100,000 units.
Unlike most other robot manufacturers, DENSO’s primary business is not manufacturing
robots, but manufacturing $50 billion of automotive parts annually.
In fact, DENSO is a leading global supplier of
advanced automotive technology, systems and
components, employing more than 23,000 of its
own robots in its manufacturing facilities.
And that’s exactly why DENSO robots are built the way
they are. Because in order to succeed in the fiercely
competitive automotive sector, DENSO requires its robots
to deliver not only the highest levels of productivity, but also
the lowest cost of ownership.
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Low maintenance
DENSO robots are designed to run trouble-free with only minimal
scheduled maintenance. This results in significant savings in
maintenance costs as well as the cost of production downtime
due to overly frequent or lengthy maintenance procedures.

Ease of integration
DENSO’s compact robot design saves valuable factory floor space
and reduces integration time and costs. Internally routed electrical
wires and air lines prevent interference with other equipment,
eliminating the cost of replacement due to unnecessary wear and tear.

Ease of setup, programming and Networking
DENSO robot controllers come pre-configured, substantially cutting
down on setup and development time. Programming is made quick
and easy by DENSO’s offline programming software, which includes
3-D simulation as standard. And networking is only a matter of entering
an IP address.

Low energy consumption
DENSO’s lightweight robot arms and energy-efficient motors result in lower energy
consumption and therefore lower operating costs.

High reliability
DENSO’s use of harmonic-drive motors allows its robots to maintain their high speeds in
continuous two- and three-shift duty, year after year, essential to maximizing productivity.
In addition, the motors’ high maximum moment of inertia means the robots can handle
higher payloads with less strain, reducing wear and thus minimizing the risk of downtime
due to repair.

Long working life
Many robot manufacturers introduce new models every few years and quickly stop
supporting older models, which then become obsolete and need to be replaced. In
contrast, DENSO offers support and upgrades for up to 10 years after a robot model
has been discontinued. This eliminates the need for unnecessarily premature equipment
replacement, greatly reducing capital investment costs.

Learn more
The robots DENSO has developed to meet the stringent demands of the automotive industry
are the same ones it offers its customers.
To learn more about how you can benefit
from DENSO’s many years of manufacturing
experience and expertise go to
www.densorobotics.com or contact
Kendall Electric for more information
and to let us help solve your next
robot application.
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ULTIMATE OFF ROAD

GIVEAWAY
D O N’ T MISS YOUR C H A N C E TO WI N O N E O F T W O 2019 P O L A R IS S P O R TS MA N 450 AT V ’S

TWO WAYS TO ENTER:

1. EARN AN ENTRY FOR EVERY $100 OF IDEAL PURCHASES ON A SINGLE ORDER
FROM JULY 8, 2019 THRU OCTOBER 18, 2019.

2. PARTICIPATE IN AN IDEAL NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP EVENT HELD AT A PARTICIPATING
KENDALL ELECTRIC LOCATION (SEE REVERSE FOR EVENT SCHEDULE).

Twister Proflex Wire Connectors
CushIon-Grip Swept Wing

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES, EXCLUSIONS, AND REQUIREMENTS CAN BE FOUND ONLINE AT
THE

CONNECTION
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IPDisplays is introducing
another Ethernet/IP product
IP-Periscope is a full color 360 degree viewable LED sign. This
product is meant to replace a traditional stack light. It can show
current status of production with more than blinking lights.
Key Production Indicators can be shown in real-time. If errors
occur, the device can tell you the exact issue so it can be fixed
immediately. No more reacting to some light bulb and then
looking up the real problem on the HMI.
The IP-Periscope can subscribe to data from up to 12 different
Rockwell PLC’s. It can also get data from other Ethernet PLC’s
and Databases. The devices are configured with an on-board
HTML5 web server, so there is no need for any additional
software. Color thresholds and expression logic can be
configured to ensure you are showing the right information to
keep up with production goals and get problems fixed in a timely
manner. With over 65,000 colors and uploadable graphics,
…it ensures you are communicating in high definition.
Instead of reacting to blinking lights, the IP-Periscope lets
you anticipate and fix issues before they become problems.
When problems happen it tells you the problems so you can
get them fixed and back in production as soon as possible.
For more information on IP-Periscopes, visit kendallelectric.com/DL/ipd
or contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager.
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Productive E-Commerce
Everyone is looking to do things faster and more efficiently.
Did you know that the shop.kendallelectric.com site has tools to make ordering
commonly used items super easy and fast?
Some of the tools available are:
Quick Pad
There are two Quick Pads, the “mini” Quick Pad available at the top of the
screen, that allows you to enter six items quickly. The other is the full Quick Pad
available from the My Account page where you can enter multiple items.
Mini Quick Pad

Full Quick Pad

The full Quick Pad screen also has an Excel file import
option, where you create an Excel file and import the part
numbers and quantities you want to order into the screen.
This allows you to create a shopping list in Excel during the
day and just import the file into the shop site when ready.

Entering either the manufacturer’s part number (or part of it),
your part number (if setup), or the Kendall Electric part number
will search for that item and then add it to the cart.

Reorder Pad
The Reorder Pad is a great tool to show all the
items you have ordered in the last 12 months.
Click the arrows next to the column title to sort
the products for easier searching/grouping. All
the columns, except “Qty”, allow sorting this way.
Refine results by entering a value in the Search
box (i.e. “Wire” or “Red” or “04/08”) to show just
items with that search term.
Once you find the item, simply enter the quantity
to order and click on the Add to Cart button.
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Product Groups

Customer Part Number

Here you can create Product Groups for items
that you purchase frequently. They can be built
for any items. Build a group for a project, or a
group for product categories (i.e. Lamps).

In the Customer Part Number screen, not only
can you see the products you’ve set up with your
own part numbers, you can order these items right
from this screen.

Shopping Cart
Simply enter the quantity of the item(s) that you’d
like to order, and then click the Add to Cart button.
Creating Customer Part Numbers is easy. Simply
click on the “Customer Part Number” button on
any item screen and add your number to the item.
These numbers are then available on the shop
site and, if you use the Kendall Electric OE Touch
app, they are available there too!
Makes ordering easier on both platforms.

Saved Carts
Anytime you build a shopping cart, you can save
that cart. Before clicking Checkout, click Save Cart
and add that cart to the list of saved carts.
When saving the cart, it can be saved as a shared
cart, which allows all users at your company to
have access to the cart. It can also be saved as
My Cart Only, so only you have access to the cart.
You can find your saved carts in the My Saved
Carts link on the My Account page.
Here you will see a list of the saved carts where
you can open or remove them.

If you have any questions or comments
about these tools please contact us at
ecommerce@kendallgroup.com
We look forward to hearing from you!
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THE FUTURE OF AUTOMATION

SAVE THE DATE

NOV 20 & 21

CHICAGO, IL • MCCORMICK PLACE WEST
Chat with solution experts, interact with the
newest technologies and engage in innovative
sessions and labs, plus so much more!

kendallelectric.com/af
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Do you spend more
time finding air leaks
than fixing them?
Leaks in compressed air, gas and vacuum systems hit both production uptime and the operations bottom line.
The U.S. Department of Energy states that compressed air accounts for 10% of the electricity used in the U.S.
Allowing leaks to exist undetected produces hidden costs that negatively impact revenue. While this is a known
issue, locating leaks has been a time-consuming and tedious – until now. With the Fluke ii900 Sonic Industrial
Imager your maintenance team can quickly pinpoint the location of compressed air, gas, and vacuum leaks.
With SoundSight™ technology, you can see the sound a leak produces, even in extremely noisy industrial
environments or hard-to-teach locations. A SoundMap™ is overlaid on a visual image for quick location of the
leak. No more waiting until second shift or a scheduled downtime to find leaks.
Previously, the easiest way to identify leaks in a compressed air, gas, or vacuum systems is to walk the plant
and listen for them or conduct visible inspections with soap and water. However, only the most obvious, largest
leaks make a noise detectable by the human ear while smaller leaks can go undetected. According to a study
by the Compressed Air and Gas Institute (CAGI) an average compressed air system loses 30 percent of its air
through leaks. If you can hear a leak, it is probably costing you thousands of dollars a year. The smaller leaks,
the ones you cannot easily hear, or feel are a hidden source of wasted energy and productivity.
With minimal training, your maintenance technicians can begin checking for air leaks during their typical
maintenance routine – even during peak operation hours.

ii900 Sonic
Industrial Imager

The handheld Fluke ii900 Sonic Industrial
Imager is designed for production facilities
that rely on compressed air. With minimal
training, maintenance teams can now inspect
for air and vacuum leaks even during peak
production periods. Equipped with an array
of miniaturized microphones and the ability
to easily isolate the sound frequency to
identify leaks, background noise can be
filtered, and leaks are easily identified. The
7" LCD touchscreen overlays a SoundMap™
on a visual image for quick leak location
identification. Never neglect air leaks again.

WE OWN IT ®

It’s simple
1. Adjust the range
2. View the combined SoundMap™ and visual image
3. Easily identify the source of the leak
Now you can locate and repair leaks during normal
operations. Best of all, you can quickly reinspect
the repair to verify that the leak has truly been fixed.
• Do more with the same air compressors –
		 delay the capital expense of purchasing
		 an additional compressor
• Ensure proper air pressure to your
		 pneumatic equipment
• Lower utility costs
• Reduce leak detection time
• Improve reliability in your production line
• Make leak detection part of your typical
		 maintenance routine
• Train the team in a matter of minutes
• Validate repairs
• Optimize your compressed air budget

To learn more about the ii900 Sonic Industrial Imager,
visit kendallelectric.com/DL/sii and contact your
Kendall Electric Account Manager.
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5101 South Sprinkle Road
Portage MI 49002
Phone: 269.978.3838
Toll Free: 800.632.5422
Fax: 269.381.6348
kendallelectric.com

KENDALL ELECTRIC LOCATIONS
MICHIGAN
Alpena
Battle Creek
Benton Harbor
Cadillac
Coldwater
Grand Haven
Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids (S)
Holland
Jenison
Lansing
Midland
Muskegon
Petoskey
Portage
Saginaw
Sturgis
Three Rivers
Traverse City
Wyoming

800.968.3411
800.632.5422
800.255.5214
800.442.1711
855.278.4518
800.968.6621
800.442.2523
800.968.9880
800.968.4625
800.968.9880
800.292.0802
800.968.3600
800.968.6621
800.968.7262
800.227.3674
800.968.4181
800.916.1958
800.632.2011
800.968.7262
616.406.1555

INDIANA
Angola
Auburn
Bluffton
Elkhart
Fort Wayne
Fort Wayne
Kendallville
LaPorte
Mishawaka
Wabash
Warsaw

800.525.2842
800.368.1017
260.824.4545
574.389.3400
800.552.0999
260.483.8820
800.525.2841
800.728.4331
574.259.0026
260.563.4146
574.269.3838

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
888.263.6673
Cleveland
800.472.4547
Jackson
800.467.1155
Kingsport
800.775.3530
Knoxville
800.532.8742
Newport
888.264.0411
Oak Ridge
800.532.8742
Pigeon Forge
800.532.8742

ALABAMA
Birmingham
800.605.3192
Montgomery
866.711.8021
Tuscaloosa
800.263.8393
GEORGIA
Dalton

800.342.7629

Contact the
Kendall Electric location
nearest you for all of
your electrical and
datacom needs.
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